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A Study of -l- -harmonics in the neighborhood of Branching Point in Non-

autonomous Piecewise Linear Systems with Unsymmetrical Restoring Force

Yoshiaki SmRAo" and Masao Kibo"

    (Received June 15, 1981)

      This isa study of -g- -harmonics in the neighborhood of branching point in the ngn-

   qutonomous second order differential equation with piecewise linear restoring force havrng

   unsymmetrical characteristics in the case of the undamped systems.

       In this repoft the periodic condition in which the first variational equation has a

   periodic solution of period 3T (T : period of external force) and the branching behavior

   of the trajectories of -5- -harmonics from that of harmonics are obtained.

                            1. Introduction

   It is well known that nonlinear systems can possess a wide variety of periodic solutions

in addition 'to those which have the' same period as the external forcei), 2), 3),4);for ex-

ample, what are called subharmonic oscillations can occur'in which the smallest period of

the motion may be any integral multiple of the period of the external force. Such oscilla-

tions may occur in nonlinear systems, particularly in the case where the system is described

by Duffing's equation with symmetrical restoring force.

   In the preceding articles5)' 6)' 7), we have obtained some results as to periodic solutions

in thg nonautonomous piecewise linear systems with unsymmetrical restoring force.

   We are now to deal with the subharmonic oscillation whose fundamental frequency is

a fraction -S- of the driving frequency in the neighborhood of the branching point, at

which the subharmonic and the harmonic oscillations are identical, in piecewise linear

systems with unsymrnetrical restoring force, which has been studied very little.

   This paper wiil qualitatively and numerically give the branching condition and some

results as to the behavior of solutions near bifurcation point.

                        2. PeriodicityConditions '

   In this chapter we restate the periodicity conditions as to the solutions type iA shown

in Fig, 2.

   Consider the equation

      X+f(x) =E cos wt (1)
wheref(x).is a piecewise linear restoring force (shown in Fig. 1) given by
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where T = 2vr/a) and ti is the tirne when the solution reaches the corner point first. Thus

periodicity conditions depend on four pararneters M; E, w, and ti and so we have the

parameters M and E which lead to periodic solutions if angular frequency w and transition

time tl are given, viz ;

      M=M( di, t, )

                                                             '                                                             '   As to any other type of solutions, periodicity conditions can be obtained in the same

procedure as for that of type iA. '

     Fig. 1. Restoring foroe characteristics Fig. 2. Periodic solution of type,A

      f(x) ={Z2,x.-K2xo :;::l; (2)

         22 =k2 +K2

in which k, 2, K, andxo are positive constants.

ln this paper dots over a quantity refe! to differentiation with respect to the ttme.

   Assume the initial conditions as follQw,

      x(O)=M(>xo) ,
                                                             (3)
      ab (o) =o

Then, the conditions of periodicity are

      (14r- 22gts2.--!li/? xo)cos2ti+ 22-Ew2 cos tuti=':22' xo (4)

tank(-z - t,). -2 (M'22 -Ew2 --:;,f2 xo) sin 2ti 'tic22-wge)5k22E-w2) sin wt,

                        3. BrmchingCondition

   We assume that equation (1) admits periodic solution xO

the conditions (7) :

(t) of period T = 27/cD under
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      xe(o)=M,, abO(o)=o, E=Eo (7)
It is of course clear that we have

      :: [l)+.[l,=(X-Ot)(t)'] (8)

   The variational equation of equation (1) associated with the periodic solution xO(t)

for the variationy (t) is

                                         '

where a (t) is an even and T-periodic function which is given by the formula (shown in

Fig. 3)

      a(t) !: bg.ix) ...,(,) ={:2, (&: ((tt)) ><X.O,)) (io)

xO(t)
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  Fig. 3. Periodic solution xO (t) Fig. 4. Coefficienta(t) of periodic solution type,A

                                             '                                                '
Therefore equation (9) means a Hill's equation. It is known from Floquet theory as to

normal solutions that

      y(t+ 7) =p7 (t) (1 1)
and for

           2mr      p=ei n (m,nrelatively prime integers) (12)
there exist periodic solutions of period n 7:

    Here we shall investigate the case for n = 3, since we have already reported5)' 6) in the

 case ofn = 1 and n = 2. The condition p = ei-Z!g:!t means thaty (t + 37) =y (t),

       pi ･p2 =1,and pi +p2=-1 (13)
 ifpi and p2 are the roots of the characteristic equation ofequation (9).

    Let g (t) and W (t) be fundamental solutions of equation (9) which satisfy the follow-
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ing conditons at t = O :

      g(O)-1, ip(O)-O ) ,
      w(o) =o, J(o) =i j ,(i4)
Then q (t) is an even function and W (t) is an odd function. Using pi and p2 expressed in

tetms ofg (t) and W (t), we have

      pi +p, =q (n+w (n=-1 as)
and from the explicit formulas for g (t) and W (t)

ptn= Q(n = cos 22t, cos 2k (g-t,) -i(t+k-2 ) sin 22t, sin 2k (g- t,)=-S (16)

Therefore the solutions of period 3T of equation (9) are admitted when equation (16)

holds and in this case the bifurcation of trajectories rnay occur.

   Thus the branching condition is given by equation (16).

                       4. BranchingPhenomena

   In this chapter we shall discuss the branching of the trajectories of periodic solutions

whose period are T and 3Z

   It is well known that bifurcation theory concerns the solution x(t;X) of a problem

which depends upon a scalar or vector parameter X8). The solution is said to bifurcate

from the solution xO(t; Xo) at the parameter value X = Xo if there are two or more distinct

solutions which approach xO(t ;Xo) as X tends to Ao .

   The first problem of bifurcation theory is to determine the solution xO(t;Xo) and

parameter value Xo at which bifurcation occurs (see chapter 2, 3). The second problem is

to find the number of solutions which bifurcate from xO (t ;Xo). A third problem is to

determine the behavior of these solutions for Xnear Xo. The behavior of the solutions for

X outside a small neighborhood of Xo is also important, but is not considered in bifurcation

theory.

   Now we shall consider the branching phenomena of the curves which bifurcate the

solutions of period 3T from the T-periodic solutions of equation (1).

   Assume the solution x of equation (1) as a function of the three parameters, which

hasx=M, di =N at t= O,

      x=x (t ;M; Al; M

Let the functions F or, IV; E) and G (M, IV; E) be defined by the formulas :

      F (M; IV; E) =-x (3T;M, Ai; E) -x (O ;M; IV; E) 1

      G(714,Ai;E)---rk(3T;M,IV;E)-ab(O;M,N,E) J

The solutionx (t ; M, IV, E) will be 3T-periodic if and only if

      Fca, Ai; jEi) =G (?l4) IV; ]E) =O

TIhe set points in (M[, IV; E)-space for which F = G = O wi

(1 7)

(18)

(19)

11 usually be composed of certain
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Fig. 5. Branching phenomena of solutions of order -l}- (n = 1, 2, 4, 5) from harmonic solutions

curves. To study the locus ofF en Al; E) = G (M; N; E) = O in the neighborhood ofthe

point (?l4o, O, Eo), satisfied by equations (7) and (16), we introduce the following nota-

tions.

   Let xO (t) denote the T-periodic solution of equation (1). hetg(t) and W (t) denote

the solution of the variation equation (9).

   We shall be evaluating the partial derivatives of F and G at the point <?l4o, O,Eo).

I.Jet xE (t) denote the partial derivative ofx (t;M, IV; E) with respect to E evaluated for

M=Mo,N=O,E=Eo.
Ihen xE (t) is the solution of the problem :
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     ;lo:S'IY(o=)C.OgWt' } (2o)
                                 ' The first partial derivatives ofF and G at the point (?lfo , O,Eo) have the values :

     Elf =g (3T) -1 = O, Eiv = W (3 7r) = O, FIE = xE (3 7') = O

                    ･ (21)     GM = ip (3 Tl) =O, GN =W (37') -1 = O, GE =XE (3 7') =O

' lhe first partial derivatives ofF and G at (?lfe , O,Eo) both vanisli.

   The second derivatives of F and G are computed using the values of the second partial

 derivatives ofx (t; M, IV; E) at (?ltlo, O, Eo), but we shall omit most of them in what fol-

 lows, since these computations are long and tedious.

  It is found that at (?ltto , O,Eo)

  Ei(M = xnu (3T ; Mo, O, Eo) = O, .F)i4E = xne (3T ;Me , O, Eo) = O

  jF:EE=xEE(3T;Mo,O,Eo)=O, FlivN=xiwv(3T;Mo,O,Eo)=O

  alfN = xilfN (3T;Mo , o,Eo) = - 2i,22(ti;2) {'2- w2(ti) - w2(71) g2 (ti)} sp(ti),

  jFlivE =xAnE (3T;Mo,O, Eo) (22)
     .-2(.2.iitf)2) [{2w2(og2(t,)+gw2(ti)} FE(ti)+xE(T) g(ti)

                                      '         {2 wh(n g2(t,)-i w2(ti)}],

GMM = abMilf (3T ;Mo , o, Eo) = 2

.

 2,2(i,k)2) ･-2- sp(ti){g2 (ti) - 4 ip2 (7) w2(t, )},

Gne = abne (3T ;Mo , O, Eo)

   . 2£.2,2(i,k)2) [{ g2(t,)+ 2ip2(T) w2(ti)} xE(ti)+xE(T) g(ti)

                  '       G g2 (t,) + ?O ip2 (n wi (t, "] ,

6EE =kEE (3T ;Mo,O, Eo)

                '   . -l£.2,2(zk)2) [xE(7) {2 g2 (t,) +gip2(T) w2(ti" xE(ti) + xE2 (Tj g(ti)

       {g2(t,)+ 2118L ip2(n w2(ti"] ,

                                         'Giwv = abiviv. (3T ;Mo , O, Ee) r 2 .(. X2(ti;2) {p(ti){-il- w2(tl) - Q2(T) g2 (ti )!},

Gua = buN (3T ;Mo , O, Eo ) = O, GlvE = abme (3T ; Mo , O, Eo) = O

(23)

Therefbre the locus of F = G = O near (Mo , O, Eo) consists of two branches, one tangent
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to the line N = O, (?l4-Mo) - } xE(T) (E-Eo) =

IV= O,A (M-Mo)+B (E-Eo) = O, where

    A = -X- {g2 (t,) - 4 ip2(T) g2 (t, ji} g(t,),

O and the other tangent to the line

    B = (3 g2(t,) + 4 ip2(7) w2(t,)) xE(ti) + xE(71) g(ti) (gg2(ti) + UtL ip2(T) w2(t, ))

The first branch tangent to IV = O,M - Mo = -i- xE(T) (E - Eo) is, of course, the curve of

rperiodic solutions type iA, the second branch tangent to the line IV = O, A (M -Mo) +

B (E - Eo) = O is the trajectories of {I- -harmonics of type 3A.

   Finally, we have the same results from numerical calculations shown in Fig. 5 (a), (b),

(c), and (d) as predicted from qualitative discussion above.

5. Conclusions

   In this paper the branching conditions are dealt with in regard to the bifurcation of

-g- -harmonics in the neighborhood of branchng point. And we have the results that the

locus of F = G = O near bifurcation point consists of two branches, one corresponding to

harmonic solution, the other -g- -harmonics.

   Finally, it is noted that numerical calculations were performed by using ACOS-600 at

the computer center, University of Osaka Prefecture.
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